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ABSTRACT
A large number of functionality-rich and easily accessible applications have become popular among various virtual personal assistant (VPA) services such as Amazon Alexa. VPA applications (or VPA apps for short) are accompanied by a privacy policy document that informs users of their data handling practices. These documents are usually lengthy and complex for users to comprehend, and developers may intentionally or unintentionally fail to comply with them. In this work, we conduct the first systematic study on the privacy policy compliance issue of VPA apps. We develop Skipper, which targets Amazon Alexa skills. It automatically depicts the skill into the declared privacy profile by analyzing their privacy policy documents with Natural Language Processing (NLP) and machine learning techniques, and derives the behavioral privacy profile of the skill through a black-box testing. We conduct a large-scale analysis on all skills listed on Alexa store, and find that a large number of skills suffer from the privacy policy noncompliance issues.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Web application security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The flourishing of Internet of Things (IoT) in recent years has made massive interactive smart devices an integral part of our daily lives. This brings about a revolution in human computer interaction (HCI). The graphics-based HCI is reshaped towards the pure voice-based interaction to facilitate user engagement anytime and anywhere. Various AI (artificial intelligence)-backed virtual personal assistant (VPA) services, e.g., Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant, are easily accessible on smart devices. The users could give verbal commands (or utterances) to invoke a broad spectrum of functions, such as making phone calls and controlling smart devices. As reported by Statista [17], VPA services have been available on billions of devices around the world.

Inspired by the great success of mobile app ecosystem, the VPA services enable third-party developers to create VPA apps (e.g., skills in Amazon Alexa and actions in Google Assistant) to enrich their capabilities. The developers release their apps through app stores, which makes the apps easily accessible to the user by simply giving the smart speaker an utterance like “Alexa, open <app name>“. The openness of this model, however, renders it possible for dishonest apps to collect the user’s personal information, such as name, location, gender and age. Although the VPA services enforce a permission-declaring mechanism [21, 27] where the app must request appropriate permissions to access sensitive information, this does not prevent the app from gathering data from their conversations with the user, i.e., the notorious runtime information gathering (RIG) threat [39, 48].

Personal data protection has gained a great deal of attention in recent years. Many countries have enacted legislations to regulate the collection, use and sharing of personal data, such as the European Union (EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [5] and California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [11]. These regulations impose strict obligations on data controllers and data processors, where any infringement of user privacy could lead to large penalty. In response to these increasingly stringent regulations worldwide, VPA service providers have taken steps to enforce privacy features. Skill developers are now recommended to release privacy policies to disclose the skills’ user data handling practices.

Security implications and privacy concerns of the VPA ecosystem have also attracted high attention from the research community.
On the security of VPA apps, efforts [29, 31, 47, 49] have been made to detect the squatting attack where an attack app is created with an invocation name that sounds similar to a legitimate app (e.g., “full moon” v.s. “four moon”) to impersonate the latter. On their privacy properties, existing studies focus on detecting and defending against personal information querying [28, 42], These however offer only a preliminary view of the RIG threat. Querying personal information is not necessarily malicious, as the app may need particular information to provide relevant service. For example, collecting location by a weather forecast app should be considered benign, as long as it discloses its data handling practices and properly follows its privacy policy. Therefore, the complementary problem of whether VPA apps are developed to comply with their privacy policy and how to systematically scrutinize this compliance becomes critical.

**Our Work.** In this work, we explore this problem in the VPA app (i.e., skill) ecosystem of Amazon Alexa, the most popular VPA service. We develop Skipper (skill privacy policy examiner), which adopts a three-phase workflow. The first phase aims to derive the skill’s declared privacy profile from the data protection practices it describes in the privacy policy document. The challenge to overcome is to infer context-sensitive and fine-grained information from the documents that are written in various styles. Skipper trains a paragraph-level classifier to split the privacy policy document into sections according to the policies they describe, e.g., policies on types of collected data and policies on child protection mechanisms, and then uses sentence-level Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to extract information specific to each category, e.g., the concrete data types the skill collects.

In the second phase, Skipper creates privacy-specific test cases to check the skill’s runtime data handling behaviors. The unique challenge is to trigger the data handling behaviors of the skill, which is a pure black box that takes utterances in natural language as the only way for interaction. Skipper implements its testing based on a chat-box based skill tester from a recent study [28] and its enhancement [33] with functionality-relevant utterances to drive the skill to its main user interface, from which Skipper starts feeding its test cases to trigger the behaviors of interest. By processing the collected log that includes the skill’s (active) queries and (passive) responses, the third phase of Skipper depicts the skill’s behavioral privacy profile and checks it against the declared profile for any noncompliance.

We conduct a large-scale study on all 61,505 Amazon Alexa skills to understand the status quo of the privacy policy compliance in existing real-world VPA apps. Skipper tests more than 20,000 skills in total, including 5,024 skills that have released valid privacy policies. It reveals that the current status of privacy policy compliance of skills is worrying. Overall, 1,012 noncompliance issues are found, and most of them lie in the under-declaration of data collection behaviors. Some skills are found having noncompliance issues in children’s data protection, region-specific policy and data retention.

**Contributions.** The main contributions of this work are as follows.

- **Understanding the privacy policy noncompliance issue on a large scale.** We conduct the first comprehensive study on the privacy policy compliance of skills. Our work detects inconsistencies between skills’ runtime behaviors and the statements in their privacy policies disclosed to users.

![Figure 1: A running example: a skill that collects user data](image)

- **A systematic assessment approach.** We propose a series of analysis techniques to automatically identify privacy noncompliance issues from skills. Our approach features the profile inference based on sentence-level privacy policy interpretation, and the black-box testing guided by the declared privacy profile. It is thus more targeted than general-purpose skill testers based on chatbots.

- **Revealing the status quo of privacy policy compliance of VPA apps.** We present the landscape of privacy policy compliance of Alexa skills, the apps of the most popular VPA service. Our findings reveal that the current privacy policy compliance remains problematic. Our work should raise an alert to users, and encourage VPA service provider to put in place regulations on the privacy policy compliance.

2 A RUNNING EXAMPLE AND DEFINITIONS

In this section, we use a running example shown in Figure 1 to introduce skills and the privacy policy noncompliance issue (Section 2.1), and then present the problem definition (Section 2.2).

2.1 A Running Example and Motivation

**Alexa Skills.** Alexa adopts a development ecosystem that is similar to the one of mobile apps. Any third-party developer can upload a skill to the Alexa skill store, and also provide the skill’s (supposedly unique) innovation name, one-sentence description, detailed description, icon, category and example phases that guide users how to interact with it. After passing a validation testing by Amazon, the skill becomes accessible to users. The user can start it by simply saying an utterance “Alexa open + <skill’s invocation name>” (e.g., the first utterance in our running example) to the smart speaker. Afterwards, the user and the skill can have verbal conversations.

**Privacy Policies.** During conversations with the user, the skill can collect the user’s personal data by asking specific questions, e.g., the first and second sentences from the skill in our running example, or by recording the user’s utterances, e.g., the fourth utterance from the user in our running example. This not only causes privacy concerns of the user, but also put the skill developer at risk of huge penalties from the data protection regulations such as GDPR. As a result, Amazon starts requiring the developers to release a privacy policy document to disclose its data handling practices [10]. Skills must ensure that "collection and use of that (personal) information complies with your (skills’) privacy notice and..."
Table 1: Eight types of policies in the privacy policy document

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PP-1 TYPES</td>
<td>Types of personal data collected by the skill</td>
<td>&quot;We may collect your name, birth date, …, and any other information you may voluntarily provide to us.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP-2 CHILDREN</td>
<td>Privacy policies for child protection mechanisms</td>
<td>&quot;We are in compliance with the requirements of COPPA. We do not collect any information from anyone under 13 years of age. Our services are all directed to people who are at least 13 years old or older.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP-3 REGIONS</td>
<td>Data protection mechanisms for special regions</td>
<td>&quot;California residents, called &quot;consumers&quot; in the CCPA, have the following rights: … the right to request that we delete any of your personal information that we collect from you and retain …&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP-4 RETENTION</td>
<td>How long the skill keeps the collected data</td>
<td>&quot;We will retain User Provided data for as long as you use Bathroom Sidekick and for a reasonable time thereafter. &quot;We will retain Automatically Collected information for up to 1 month.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP-5 SECURITY</td>
<td>How the skill protects collected data</td>
<td>&quot;These security measures include password protected directories and databases to safeguard your information, SSL (Secure Sockets Layered) technology to ensure that your information is fully encrypted, and sent across the Internet securely or PCI Scanning to actively protect our servers from hackers and other vulnerabilities.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP-6 USER_RIGHT</td>
<td>The rights that the user (i.e., the data owner) has</td>
<td>&quot;If you have signed-up to receive our email marketing communications, you can unsubscribe any time by clicking the &quot;unsubscribe&quot; link included at the bottom of our emails.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP-7 UPDATE</td>
<td>Whether the privacy policy will be updated</td>
<td>&quot;Please note that this Privacy Policy may be periodically updated. Please refer to our website for the latest Privacy Policy that is in force.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP-8 DATA_USE</td>
<td>How the skill will use personal data</td>
<td>&quot;The information we collect is used to improve our website in order to better serve you, to allow us to better service you in responding to your customer service requests, …, and to quickly process your transactions.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Definition of [Category Vector]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Structure of [Category Vector]</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TYPES</td>
<td>name, email address, phone number, postcode, …†</td>
<td>A dynamic object vector. A data type is included in [Category Vector] when the skill states the collection of the data from the user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILDREN</td>
<td>age, [C_TYPES] : [TYPES</td>
<td>It includes the age boundary that the skill uses to recognize children, and the types of data collected from child users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGIONS</td>
<td>region, deletion</td>
<td>It includes the region where the skill has special policies, and whether the user can request for data deletion (see Section 4.2.2 for details).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETENTION</td>
<td>[period]</td>
<td>It includes the retention period. If the skill does not store data, the period is 0.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† The full list of data types learned by SKIPPER (detailed in Section 4.2) are listed below.

| All data types learned by SKIPPER | name, email address, phone number, billing address, birth date, age, user in "gender", "location", "job title", "phonebook", "txt", "income", "ip", "internet protocol", "marital", "social security number", "credit card", "type of browser", "browser version", "operat system", "postal address", "shipping address", "postcode", "profile", "education", "occupation", "student", "software", "driver", "insurance", "health", "signature", "province", "time zone", "isp", "tax", "device id", "domain name", "prior usage", "cookie", "web page", "intersect site", "device information", "dash cam", "log data", "page service visit", "time spend page", "time date visit", "time date use service", "demographic information", "country", "usage pattern", "language", "reminder", "alex payable notification", "amazon pay" |

all applicable laws" [23]. By referring to literature on privacy policy studies [36, 37] and reviewing privacy policy documents of major developers like Google and Amazon, we summarize eight categories of privacy policies that are commonly included in privacy policy documents, as listed in Table 1.

### 2.2 Problem Definition

The core idea of SKIPPER is to portray the skill as its declared privacy profile and behavioral privacy profile, and then to check these two profiles for inconsistencies. Among the eight types of policies (see Table 1), we include those testable or partially testable ones in the profiles, including PP-1 (TYPES): policies on the types of data to collect, PP-2 (CHILDREN): policies on child protection mechanisms, PP-3 (REGIONS): policies on protection mechanisms for special regions, and PP-4 (RETENTION): policies on data retention period. The remaining four types of policies either require extra information (PP-7 UPDATE) and full manual efforts (PP-6 USER_RIGHT) to check, or involve server-side behaviors (PP-5 SECURITY and PP-8 DATA_USE), so we exclude them from SKIPPER’s scope.

**Definition 1. [Privacy Profile]** A privacy profile of a skill is a three-tuple (Category, covered, [Category Vector]), where Category indicates the policy type (PP-1 to PP-4), covered indicates whether the policy type of Category is covered by the profile, and [Category Vector] is an object specific to Category. The data structure of [Category Vector] for each category is defined in Table 2.

We use $\mathcal{D}$ to indicate the declared privacy profile of a skill and $\mathcal{B}$ the behavioral privacy profile. For simplicity, we abuse $\mathcal{D}/\mathcal{B}$.Category to refer to [Category Vector] of Category, e.g., $\mathcal{D}$.CHILDREN instead of $\mathcal{D}$. [Category Vector] s.t. $\mathcal{D}$.Category = CHILDREN.

**Definition 2. [Completeness]** A skill’s behavior complies with its privacy policy if the following four rules hold.

[R1] $\mathcal{B}.TYPES \subseteq \mathcal{D}.TYPES$.

[R2] $\mathcal{B}$.CHILDREN.[C_TYPES] $\subseteq \mathcal{D}$.CHILDREN.[C_TYPES] when $\mathcal{B}$.CHILDREN.age $\leq \mathcal{D}$.CHILDREN.age.

[R3] The skill allows data deletion when $\mathcal{D}$.REGIONS.region = California, and

[R4] $\mathcal{B}$.RETENTION.period $\leq \mathcal{D}$.RETENTION.period.

Below we explain these four rules and describe the violations that are considered as noncompliance issues in this work.

[V1] **Under-claim of personal information collection** (violation of R1). An honest skill should declare all types of personal data it collects. Therefore, SKIPPER raises an under-claim alert when the skill collects certain types without disclosing them in its privacy policy, i.e., $\mathcal{B}.TYPES \neq \mathcal{D}.TYPES \neq \emptyset$. We note that $\mathcal{B}.TYPES = \mathcal{D}.TYPES$ is not enforced by SKIPPER as the skill may conduct data collection through other channels, e.g., Alexa APIs [16].

[V2] **Misconduct on children’s data** (violation of R2). Different countries have different definitions of the age boundary of children. For example, the US and Canada take users under the age of 13 as children, while the UK and Germany take 16 as the boundary [22]. Therefore, SKIPPER conservatively sets $\mathcal{D}$.CHILDREN.age as 13 if no age boundary is defined or mentioned in the privacy policy, and raises an alert if $\mathcal{B}$.CHILDREN.[C_TYPES] – $\mathcal{D}$.CHILDREN.[C_TYPES] $\neq \emptyset$ when $\mathcal{B}$.CHILDREN.age $< \mathcal{D}$.CHILDREN.age.

[V3] **Failure to delete personal data upon request** (violation of R3). SKIPPER checks REGIONS by a region parameter extracted from privacy policies. Among current regional regulations, GDPR is pervasively adopted among existing skills. Only a few explicitly define their regional policies, and almost all of them refer to the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). Since CCPA specifically states that California residents have the right to make data deletion requests [20], SKIPPER focuses on checking whether the deletion
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Figure 2: Workflow of SKIPPER

request is properly handled by the skill. Our approach can be extended to support other regional privacy policies like the recent Colorado Privacy Act (CPA) [9], if any skill is found adopting them.

**[V4] Over-retention** (violation of R4). This occurs when the skill retains collected data longer than its declared retention period \(\Delta \text{RETENTION} \text{period} > D \text{RETENTION} \text{period} \). For skills that do not provide any \text{RETENTION} policy (including those not providing privacy policy), SKIPPER sets their \(D \text{RETENTION} \text{period} = 0 \).

**Assumption on intention of data collection.** SKIPPER assumes that all queries for personal data are for the purpose of data collection. We do not aim to recognize other purposes, although there may be queries for benign use. For example, the query “what year were you born” in our running example (Figure 1) may be used to determine whether the user is a child.

### 3 OVERVIEW OF SKIPPER

We design SKIPPER as a three-phase approach that consists of processing privacy policy documents, testing skills and checking for privacy policy noncompliance, as shown in Figure 2.

**Phase 1: Processing Privacy Policy Documents.** This phase aims to extract the skill’s declared privacy profile (i.e., the \(\mathcal{D} \)), given its privacy policy document written in natural language as input. There is still lack of a privacy policy analyzer in the literature that is capable of inferring all information needed to construct the complete declared profile. SKIPPER builds a fine-grained analyzer for constructing \([\text{Category Vector}]\), using machine learning and NLP techniques. This phase is detailed in Section 4.

**Phase 2: Testing Skills.** This phase aims to trigger and capture the skill’s runtime behaviors in user data handling. It consists of two main steps, i.e., test case generation and execution. During the test case generation, SKIPPER constructs test cases that are specific to the Category and the \([\text{Category Vector}]\). As skills take the utterances in natural language as inputs, they are tolerant to the format of the utterances. This saves SKIPPER from creating a massive number of mutants. SKIPPER uses an enhancement [33] of the state-of-the-art skill tester SkillExplorer [28] to drive the execution of the skill. It feeds its test cases when the skill is in the main user interface, so as to trigger more behaviors on data collection and handling. This phase is detailed in Section 5.

**Phase 3: Noncompliance Checking.** This phase aims to derive the skill’s behavioral privacy profile (i.e., the \(\mathcal{B} \)) and detects privacy policy noncompliance issues by analyzing the collected test logs which consist of the conversations with the skill. SKIPPER makes decision based on the skill’s queries and responses to our test cases. This phase is detailed in Section 6.

**Privacy Policy Documents Collection.** Since there is a lack of privacy policy dataset available for our analysis, we first create one by ourselves. We refer to a latest skill dataset named UQ-AAS21 [44] for a complete list of existing skills. It contains 65,195 skills on the Alexa app store up to July 2021. We build a crawler to retrieve the privacy policy document of each skill with the link obtained from the dataset, and have obtained in total 7,513 privacy policy documents. We then filter the obtained documents to ensure their quality. We remove those whose size is smaller than 2KB or number of sentences is fewer than 20, following a recent study [35] that handles Android app privacy policy documents. Policies that are not written in English are deleted, based on the language recognition of a tool named langdetect [15]. We also exclude those documents that do not include the keyword “privacy” or “user information”. After the filtering, 5,829 privacy policies are kept. This suggests that the availability and quality of the privacy policies of existing skills are terribly unsatisfactory, which is to our great surprise, given that many major companies have undergone huge penalty due to data protection violations, such as Amazon [8] and Google [6]. This further motivates our efforts in checking the privacy weaknesses in these VPA apps.

### 4 DETERMINING DECLARED PROFILES

Some existing studies have proposed document-level [36, 50] and paragraph-level [40, 43] processing of privacy policy document, when they check whether a given privacy policy has covered the GDPR principals. However, such high-level techniques are too coarse-grained to be applicable by SKIPPER. On the other hand, using only sentence-level processing [34, 41] may lead to false positives or negatives, as a sentence appearing in different sections of the privacy policy document may have different implications. For example, developers usually refer to the way they protect user data in a security section, as shown in Figure 1. The statement “we will not store or sell your personal information to third parties, including your IP address, interests, etc.” could be recognized as a sentence of TYPES by an analyzer that does not consider the context.

To address this, we propose a two-step method that breaks down the document into paragraphs (Section 4.1) and then further into sentences (Section 4.2), so that NLP techniques can extract accurate information. This is inspired by studies [19, 32] that analyze policies and documents of software such as Android apps. In this section, we detail our methods for the entire process.

#### 4.1 Paragraph-level processing

We first train a classifier to categorize paragraphs according to the policies they describe. We observe that the vast majority of documents (>91%) follow the \((\text{heading})(\text{Paragraph})^+\) format. The heading well explains the purpose of the paragraphs following it, and to obtain the headings is feasible, as they are typically highlighted with HTML tags (e.g., \(<\text{h1}>\) and \(<\text{h2}>\) or enumeration. We
thus use the headings to train the classifier, and the paragraphs led by a heading are categorized into the heading’s class.

**Data labeling.** We randomly select 60 from the 5,829 collected documents, and manually label each of their headings (591 in total) after reading the paragraphs, with nine labels (i.e., PP-1 to PP-8 and NOT_INTERESTED). In the labelling process, two authors (one with law expertise) independently conduct the labelling. They reach consistent labels in 98% of all cases. For any disagreement, another author is involved to resolve the conflict.

**Training.** After labeling, we find that the headings usually contain a few feature words that can be used as identifiers. For example, the paragraphs with a heading containing “collect” are likely to describe data types (i.e., TYPES); the paragraphs with a heading containing “children” or “parent” are likely about specific policies for children (i.e., CHILDREN). In light of this, we train a Bayesian multi-label classifier, which is known to have strong capability of recognizing such patterns and handling multiple labels [38]. We randomly divide the dataset into 80% and 20% (i.e., the hold-out cross-validation). The former is used as training data, and the latter is used for testing. The trained classifier reaches a classification accuracy of 0.85.

We then apply it to the rest of the documents. In Table 3 (column 3 and 4), we summarize the classification results. The frequency and coverage indicate the count and percentage of the documents that include the corresponding headings. We can see that among 5,829 privacy policies, most (77%) have declared the type of user data to collect. They generally place less emphasis on child policies (33%), regional policies (23%) and data retention (14%) though.

**Validity of heading-based classification.** Among all documents, SKIPPER reports that 562 have no headings. To confirm this, we conduct a manual review on them. We find that most of them are badly formatted or poorly readable. They may have headings, but the headings are not highlighted with HTML tags or enumeration. In addition, some put all sentences in one paragraph, and some have no punctuation used at all throughout the whole document. For such cases, we attempt to manually split them according to the **Paragraph** format, and this manages to label another 142 documents. The remaining documents neither include relevant contents nor are readable, so we consider that they fail to provide valid privacy policy documents.

### 4.2 Sentence-level processing

After obtaining the paragraphs of each policy type, SKIPPER extracts information needed for constructing the privacy profile from their sentences. In this section, we detail the proposed techniques.

#### 4.2.1 TYPES.

We extract the TYPES paragraphs from the 60 documents, and then manually label the sentences into two categories (Y/N) according to their relevance to concrete data types. The labelling for our running example is shown below:

We encourage you to review the privacy statements. We collect your name, address, including billing and shipping addresses; age, browser type. This information is used for the operation of the service, to maintain quality of the service, and to provide general statistics regarding use of our website.

The labeling process is the same as in paragraph labelling (see Section 4.1). After it, we obtain a dataset with 499 labelled sentences. We use them to train another Bayesian classifier. It reaches a high accuracy of 0.98, as the sentences have a unique pattern of a special verb (e.g., “collect”) followed by multiple nouns.

With the trained classifier, SKIPPER can identify the sentences that describe the types of collected data. After obtaining such a sentence, it uses a domain-adapted dependency and constituency parsing to understand its structure and determine the [Category Vector]. We use our running example to illustrate this process in Figure 3. SKIPPER first uses Spacy [14] to construct a dependency-based parse tree, which enables it to infer semantics of the sentence based on the grammatical relationships among the words (step ❶ and ❷ in Figure 3). Considering that the plain parse trees are less informative with respect to our problem domain, we update the tree by annotating a few keywords of the problem domain. In particular, we define a list of seed words that are the synonym of obtain, including access, check, collect, gather, know, receive, save, and store. SKIPPER scans the sentence for the word that has the same POS (part-of-speech) token attribute with the seed words, and checks whether it is a synonym of any seed word. If so, SKIPPER extracts its corresponding dependents in the tree. In this way, SKIPPER obtains the phrases/areas in the sentence that may contain the objects related to data types (step ❹).

Now that SKIPPER can extract data types from a sentence, it starts constructing a dictionary which includes all types of personal data that skills may collect, to address the challenge that there is no existing domain-specific dictionary available for our study. A naive way is to add all noun chunks extracted from the sentences into the dictionary after cleaning and stemming. However, some phrases express the same meaning but use different words, for example, “geographic information” and “location data”. We thus propose an
Algorithm 1 Phrase Similarity

Input: phrases p1, p2
Output: similarity of p1 and p2

1. function Phase_sim(p1, p2)
2. \[sim \leftarrow 0\]
3. if Word_count(p1)=1 and Word_count(p2)=1 then
4. \[sim \leftarrow W.Sim(p1, p2)\]
5. else
6. for each word \(\mu\) in p1 do
7. \[wset_\mu \leftarrow \text{Find_3_synonyms}(\mu) \cup \{\mu\}\]
8. for each word \(\nu\) in p2 do
9. \[wset_\nu \leftarrow \text{Find_3_synonyms}(\nu) \cup \{\nu\}\]
10. \[sim \leftarrow sim + \text{Max_sim}(wset_\mu, wset_\nu)\]
11. end for
12. end for
13. \[sim \leftarrow \text{sim}/\text{min}(\text{Word_count}(p1), \text{Word_count}(p2))\]
14. return sim
15. end if
16. end function
17. function Max_sim(wset1, wset2)
18. \[sim \leftarrow 0\]
19. for each pair \((\phi, \psi)\) in wset1 \& wset2 do
20. if W.Sim(\(\phi, \psi\)) > sim then
21. \[sim \leftarrow \text{W.Sim}(\phi, \psi)\]
22. end if
23. end for
24. return sim
25. end function

The algorithm to merge such phrases based on similarity, as shown in Algorithm 1. When the given two phrases are both words, Skipper uses the \text{path\_similarity} function of WordNet [18] to compute their similarity (line 3&4 of Algorithm 1). When either of them includes more than one word, Skipper finds three synonyms of each word from the CORPUS package of NLTK [7] (line 6-9). It groups the original word and its synonyms as a word set, and then the similarity of the most two similar words in two word sets is used to represent the similarity of the two word sets (\text{Max\_sim} in line 17-25). The similarity of two phrases is calculated through the similarity of the word sets of each pair of words \(\mu\) and \(\nu\) in the two phrases (line 10&13). When a phrase pair has a similarity score >0.8 (empirically set), Skipper treats them as a single phrase.

Applying the proposed techniques of identifying and processing relevant sentences from all privacy policy documents, Skipper obtains a dictionary of all data types as listed at the bottom of Table 2. After that, Skipper can conduct a key phrase-based pattern matching [40, 43, 46, 50] with the vocabularies in the dictionary to identify \(\mathcal{D}\) for each hierarchy (step 3).

4.2.2 CHILDREN, REGIONS and RETENTION. For these three categories, Skipper follows the same methodology for \(\mathcal{D}\) in identifying relevant sentences. It has subtle differences in processing these sentences.

For the CHILDREN category, Skipper first extracts numbers in the sentences based on the POS tag attribute (i.e., the NUM tokens) labelled by Spacy. It can recognize a number in any format, such as "13" and "thirteen". A number less than 20 is taken as the age boundary based on which the skill decides a user as a child. If the skill mentions that it follows the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Rule (COPPA), Skipper uses 13 as the age boundary, as COPPA imposes special restrictions for "children under 13 years of age" [1].

For those documents that do not explicitly define the age period, Skipper follows Alexa’s official documentation [22].

5 TESTING SKILLS

As the code bases of skills are unavailable to the analyst, we take use of black-box testing to understand their behaviors. This involves generating test cases (Section 5.1) and feeding them into the skills through their VUIs (Section 5.2).

5.1 Test Case Construction

5.1.1 TYPES Test Cases. Among the full list of personal data types obtained by Skipper (see Table 2), some are irrelevant to VPA apps, e.g., type of browser, browser version and web pages. They are included by some developers may be because they reuse privacy policy documents for web applications. Some data types are not testable because Skipper has no access to the network traffic and skills’ server-side behaviors, e.g., cookies and usage pattern. Therefore, we cover all testable types in Alexa’s permission list\(^1\). In addition, Skipper includes date of birth and age data types to test CHILDREN policies.

This results in seven types of sensitive personal data for Skipper to test, including name, date of birth, age, location, phone number, email, and postcode. Skipper’s list covers the data types that are most extensively collected by dishonest skills shown in existing studies [26, 28], and Skipper’s testing could be extended to include other types. For each of the data types, we design one or two test cases, as listed in Table 4.

5.1.2 CHILDREN Test Cases. We consider two types of test cases under this category. The first type includes utterances. As listed in Table 5, the test cases aim to make the skill to recognize the user as a child during the conversation. The column 2 of Table 5 presents

\(^1\)The permissions available for custom skills include device address, customer name, customer email address, customer phone number, lists write, lists read, Amazon Pay, reminders, location services, Skills personalization [21].
the corresponding test cases. They are mostly defined around the possible age boundaries. Besides 13, 16 and 18, CHILDREN (see Section 4.2.2), SKIPPER also designs test cases around 18, as a few skills take 18 as the age boundary of children. The CHILDREN test cases will be combined with TYPES test cases (column 3) to check the skill’s behaviors of collecting children’s personal data. As the CHILDREN test cases contain some data types that may contradict TYPES, e.g., “age” and “date of birth” (TC206, TC207), we exclude the corresponding TYPES test cases in the combination.

Second, we create two Amazon accounts of Amazon’s official non-adult profiles [4], a child profile (under the age of 13) and a teens profile (between 13 to 17). SKIPPER then uses them to interact with the skill. It feeds the skill with TYPES test cases only (column 3 of Table 5) to check whether the skill collects children’s data.

5.1.3 REGIONS Test Cases. SKIPPER first designs utterances from \{“I”\} × \{“live in”, “am resident of”, “am from”\} × \{“California”, “Los Angeles”\} to make the skill recognize “the user” as a California resident. It then combines with TYPES test cases to trigger the skill’s behaviors in recording personal data. After that, it requests the skill to delete the collected information with \{“delete”, “erase”, “remove”\} × \{“my information”, “personal information”, “my data”\}. Besides the utterance test cases, we also use a user profile in Amazon with a fake address in California\(^2\) and use a California VPN to interact with skills. With this profile, SKIPPER skips the utterances that inform the skill of its region, and feeds the skill with the TYPES test cases and deletion requests.

5.1.4 RETENTION Test Cases. As the RETENTION behaviors are temporal, SKIPPER creates no new utterances but reuses the TYPES test cases. It first runs them with a clean user profile (i.e., to simulate a user who never uses any skills). After declared retention period (i.e., D.RETENTION.period), SKIPPER restarts the skill and interacts with it without giving any personal data. It then checks whether the skill still remembers the TYPES data (to be detailed in Section 6.2). Due to the time limitation, we test only those skills that have a retention period shorter than 30 days.

5.2 Skill Testing
After generating test cases, SKIPPER proceeds with testing the skills. Scope. For TYPES category, according to GDPR Article 13 [3], the data controller is mandated to disclose the data they collect from users. Therefore, SKIPPER attempts to test every skill for TYPES compliance no matter it provides a privacy policy document or not. For CHILDREN and REGIONS categories, SKIPPER only tests those skills which provide CHILDREN and REGIONS sections in their privacy policy documents. For RETENTION category, SKIPPER tests all skills that it finds with data collection behaviors during TYPES testing.

Skill execution. The challenges to be addressed by SKIPPER are twofold. First, SKIPPER should trigger the skill’s behaviors as many as possible, so that the extracted behavioral profile can be complete. Second, SKIPPER should feed the designed test cases in a suitable context, so that relevant behaviors can be captured. SKIPPER relies on a state-of-the-art VPA app tester called SkillExplorer [28] and its enhancement called VITAS [33] to implement our skill testing. SkillExplorer is a chatbot-like tester that is specifically designed for interacting with skills based on NLP techniques to understand queries from skills and generate corresponding utterances. It interacts with skills through Alexa Simulator [24] and obtains their responses in text. VITAS enhances it with two types of new utterances. The first type includes the verb+noun phrases extracted from the skill documents. The other type of utterances are derived from the responses of the skill upon a “help” utterance, e.g., “you can say a location to check the weather”. SKIPPER benefits from the following two main capabilities of the testers. First, their capability of answering the skill’s queries based on NLP techniques and maintaining long conversations with the skill enables SKIPPER to drive the skill to a deep state. Second, SKIPPER reuses their interaction module with the Alexa Simulator to feed its test cases. In particular, SKIPPER invokes SkillExplorer to run the skill three times. In each execution, SkillExplorer interacts with the skill till the skill ends. As the testing process is a stochastic process (due to the chatbot based test case generation and the random test case selection), the longest dialog is likely to have led the skill to a deep site of its VUI. Therefore, SKIPPER feeds the prefix of the longest dialog to drive the skill to an intermediate state, from which it feeds the test cases. As most test cases may be rejected by the skill, SKIPPER restarts the skill after collecting its responses. It repeats this process until all test cases have been fed into the skill.

6 COMPLIANCE CHECKING
In this phase, SKIPPER derives the skill’s behavioral privacy profile (i.e., \(B\)) by analyzing the collected logs of conversations, and detects privacy policy noncompliance issues. The main challenge SKIPPER has to address is to make decision based on the short utterance-response conversations.

6.1 Deriving Behavioral Profiles
To infer the types of data collected by the skill (i.e., \(B, TYPES\)) is a non-trivial task, while there exist clear indicators to determine the [Category Vector] for other three categories (detailed soon in Section 6.2). SKIPPER mainly relies on the skill’s (active) queries and (passive) responses to the test cases for this task.

Queries. Queries refer to sentences sent from the skill to the user. As shown in the first and second sentences in our running example (Figure 1), a query can contain the personal information the skill would like to obtain from users.

Responses to test cases. SKIPPER analyzes the responses of the skill to its privacy-relevant test cases. For example, the skill in our running example (Figure 1) gives the third and fourth sentences to confirm that the user information is recorded by it. Response analysis supplements the query-based detection for the scenarios that the skill does not actively ask for the personal data in their queries but still records such data contained in utterances. This analysis is new in SKIPPER, compared with existing tester like SkillExplorer [28].

6.1.1 Query Analysis. SKIPPER extracts queries containing keywords listed in column 2 of Table 6, following the methods of SkillExplorer [28] and SkillDetective [45]. The keywords are adopted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>CHILDREN Test Case</th>
<th>Combination with TYPES Test Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCU3</td>
<td>“I am under 13/18 to TC101, age”</td>
<td>plus TC101 to TC106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCU4</td>
<td>“Yes/No, you’re under 18?”</td>
<td>plus TC101 to TC106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCU5</td>
<td>“I am a child/teenager”</td>
<td>plus TC101 to TC106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCU6</td>
<td>“I am 10/14/17/”</td>
<td>plus TC101 to TC106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCU7</td>
<td>“I am under 13/16/18/”</td>
<td>plus TC101 to TC106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCU8</td>
<td>“I am from”</td>
<td>plus TC101 to TC106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCU9</td>
<td>“April 20, 2020/2022”</td>
<td>plus TC101 to TC106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^2\)Notes on ethics: we find a residential address located in Los Angeles from Google Map, and alter its unit number and street name to an address that does not exist.
Table 6: Keywords examples for log analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>Query analysis</th>
<th>Response analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>nearby, near me, nearest, park, position, where can I, where are you, neighborhood, destination, station, region, location.</td>
<td>&quot;Brisbane&quot;, &quot;Australia&quot; (TC101)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postcode</td>
<td>postcode, post code, zip code, area code</td>
<td>&quot;4101&quot;, &quot;04101&quot; (TC102)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone Number</td>
<td>phone number, phone number, contact number, mobile number</td>
<td>0450419990 (TC105)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birthday</td>
<td>birthday, you born</td>
<td>25th of December (TC106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>name, full name, surname, family name, last name</td>
<td>&quot;James Smith&quot;, &quot;James&quot;, &quot;Smith&quot; (TC106)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td>email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:saoxo@gmail.com">saoxo@gmail.com</a> (TC104)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>age, years old, you born</td>
<td>20 years old (TC103)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B.CHAILDREN. [CTypes] = D.CHAILDREN. [CTypes] ≠ Ø when B.CHAILDREN. age < D.CHAILDREN.age. A V3 is reported when SKIPPER detects from the privacy policy that the skill allows California users to delete collected data (D.REGIONS.region = California), but the skill neither confirms so upon deletion requests (see Section 5.1.3) nor provides any contact information for users to send deletion requests. SKIPPER checks V4 by retesting the skill after D.RETENTION.period. It finds the skills that give a welcome message containing "back", "continue" or "again" and then analyzes their sentences using the techniques discussed in Section 6.1 to determine whether they still memorize the collected data.

7 EVALUATION AND LANDSCAPE

We implement SKIPPER and evaluate it on Amazon Alex skills. Our evaluation aims to study the performance of SKIPPER. We are also interested in understanding the landscape of privacy policy compliance in real-world VPA apps. Therefore, we target to answer the following three research questions (RQs).

RQ1. What is SKIPPER’s performance in identifying privacy policy noncompliance issues in terms of the four privacy policy categories?

RQ2. Based on SKIPPER’s findings, what is the status quo of privacy policy compliance in existing skills? Do they follow their declared privacy profiles at runtime?

RQ3. From the identified noncompliance cases, what characteristics can be summarized?

7.1 RQ1: Performance Evaluation

Before conducting a large-scale auditing on all skills available online, we first study the performance of SKIPPER. Since there is not a benchmark available in the literature, we proceed with constructing one for our study. For the TYPES category, we randomly select 200 skills from 20 categories. Without losing representativeness, the number of selected skills from each category are proportional to the skill distributions among categories. Out of these 200 skills, 31 provide valid privacy policy documents (although 64 provide links). Since only a small proportion of skills have CHILDREN and REGIONS policies (See Table 3), we randomly select 50 skills to evaluate each category from the skills that have relevant policies. We evaluate all skills that have data collection behaviors for their RETENTION policies, as this category relies on the data collection.

We apply SKIPPER to check the skills in our benchmark. After SKIPPER reports its findings, we resort to manual efforts to create the ground truth. To avoid bias, we engage two volunteers from our research lab to annotate the benchmark skills. They have never been introduced to the internals of SKIPPER. For each benchmark skill, they are asked to read its privacy policy document and test logs, and label the noncompliance issues of the four categories. After independent annotation, they discuss with each other to resolve disagreement. Then, we check SKIPPER’s reports against their annotations. The results are listed in Table 7.

In general, SKIPPER achieves a high rate of detecting violations notably with recalls of 100% across all categories, meaning that SKIPPER is able to detect nearly all violations despite of false positives of V1 that need further confirmation (discussed soon). For V1, SKIPPER falsely identifies four skills as positive, while for the rest of violation (V2-V5), SKIPPER achieves exactly the same results as the ground truth. We break down the scenarios in Column 2-6.
Table 7: Skipper’s performance on the benchmark dataset

Table 8: Break-down results of V1

The table shows the performance metrics for different categories of skills. The categories include Business, Travel, Home, Game, and Life. The metrics are precision, recall, and F1 score for both provided privacy policy and the ground truth.

7.2 RQ2: Privacy Policy Compliance Landscape

After benchmarking, we conduct a large-scale study with Skipper to understand the status quo of privacy policy compliance by the skills in the wild. Skipper enumerates all 61,505 in the UQ-AAS21 dataset to test. Overall, 24,250 skills are runnable. From them, Skipper detects 1,012 noncompliance cases (4.2% of the runnable skills) in total, with 996 in V1, 8 (out of 512 testable skills that have CHILDREN policies) in V2, 4 (out of 276 testable skills with REGIONS) in V3, and 4 (out of 1046 with data collection behaviors) in V4. Figure 4 shows the occurrence of V1-V4 across the 20 categories on Alexa store.

Types (V1). This issue dominates all skill categories, suggesting the pervasiveness of under-disclosed personal data collection in skills. Table 8 breaks down the findings according to the skill’s declared and behavioral profiles. It can be found that most issues happen when skills request for users’ personal information without providing privacy policies (889/996). Other 35 skills provide privacy policies but miss the TYPES policies, and 72 skills fail to declare the correct types of personal information in their privacy policies.

Children (V2). Skipper detects 8 noncompliance issues in V2 among 512 testable skills (out of 1,643 that provide CHILDREN policies in their document), including two in the Product category, and one in each of Business, Travel, Home, Game and Life. Such violations shall raise awareness to skill developers as there is specific restriction on children’s data protection in regulations.

Regions (V3). Skipper reports 4 noncompliance issues in V3 out of 276 testable skills. They all fail to confirm Skipper’s requests of personal data deletion when they declare to satisfy CCPA and provide users with the “Right to delete”. We additionally check their privacy policy documents. All provide contact information, but three provide it outside the REGIONS section, and the other provides an invalid link.

We further investigate this issue from the perspective of privacy policy documents, given that the skill may ask the user to contact the developer for deleting data. We extract developer contact information (including their contact numbers, email addresses and post addresses) from those skills which include policies but do not provide a specific time period, and other 4,829 skills do not include a restriction on children’s data protection in regulations.

Retention (V4). Skipper detects 4 in V4 among 1046 skills which collect users’ personal data. Take one of them as an example. The skill, which has collected the user’s birthday, says “Welcome back. It looks like there are 339 days until your 13th birthday” as an opening sentence when it is accessed the second time. However, it fails to include the RETENTION policies in its privacy policy document to declare its behavior of data retention.

We also examine the status of skills’ RETENTION policies. We find that only around 300 skills (among 5,829 that provide privacy policy documents) clearly state their retention period. Another 796 skills include RETENTION policies but do not provide a specific time period, and other 4,829 skills do not include a RETENTION section.

7.3 RQ3: Characterize noncompliance skills

We conduct a study on the detected noncompliance cases to reveal their characteristics. We first check whether their users are aware of Table 7 to investigate the false positive cases in V1. The four false positives are caused by the inaccuracy in query analysis. For example, in a skill’s query “Welcome to the Priced Rite Auto skill. Ask what are the latest vehicles? What is the phone number? What is your location? or what are your hours?” the skill is expecting sentence when it is accessed the second time. However, it fails to provide users with the “Right to delete”. We additionally check their privacy policy documents. All provide contact information, but three provide it outside the REGIONS section, and the other provides an invalid link.

We further investigate this issue from the perspective of privacy policy documents, given that the skill may ask the user to contact the developer for deleting data. We extract developer contact information (including their contact numbers, email addresses and post addresses) from those skills which include REGIONS section (1,299 in total). We find that 906 (70%) provide developer contact information documents, given that the skill may ask the user to contact the developer for deleting data. We extract developer contact information (including their contact numbers, email addresses and post addresses) from those skills which include REGIONS section (1,299 in total). We find that 906 (70%) provide developer contact information inside the REGIONS paragraph. For the remaining documents, 171 (13%) provides the information outside the REGIONS paragraphs, and 222 (17%) do not provide any contact information throughout the entire document.

Challenges with status quo. The status quo portrays the obstacles that developers face in regulating their skills and ensuring user privacy. For example, evaluating the presence of specific phrases in privacy policy documents requires natural language processing techniques. However, the accuracy of these techniques is limited due to variations in language style and document structure.

To address these challenges, we propose several solutions. First, we develop a comprehensive framework that includes both manual and automated methods for assessing privacy policies. This framework allows us to evaluate the effectiveness of different approaches in detecting noncompliance cases.

Second, we enhance the Skipper tool with new features that can capture user interactions and analyze their privacy choices. This will enable us to identify potential privacy risks and provide recommendations for improvement.

Finally, we advocate for increased collaboration between developers, users, and regulatory bodies to establish clearer guidelines and best practices for privacy policy compliance. By doing so, we can promote a more secure and transparent environment for virtual personal assistant apps.

In conclusion, our research highlights the need for improved privacy policies in virtual personal assistant apps. By providing a comprehensive analysis of noncompliance cases, we aim to contribute to the ongoing efforts to enhance user privacy and security in this rapidly evolving field.
The main reason for the massive number of noncompliance issues is that the skill store does not enforce a strict requirement on releasing and complying with the privacy policy documents. The small proportion (7,513/65,195) of skills that provide accessible privacy policies is worrisome, and the quality of the available privacy policy documents varies. Most noncompliance issues (889/996) happen when skills request users’ personal data without providing any privacy policy document. We recommend the store operators should mandate a privacy policy when a skill is released through the store. In addition, the operators should consider providing guidelines and appropriate templates to facilitate the development of privacy policies by developers.

The operators should become aware of the high feasibility of runtime information gathering due to the conversational nature of VPA apps. The existing permission system [21] may be sufficient in the mobile app ecosystem because the APIs are the main (if not the only) channel for apps to acquire user data, but it has obvious limitations in preventing such issues in the VPA context. Dishonest skills could easily bypass the permission checking and collect user data through conversations. Therefore, we recommend the operators should mandate skills to disclose their data handling practice in a more observable way. The operators should also include the compliance checking in their vetting process.

8.1.2 Users. Awareness should also be raised among the end users. The users should carefully check the privacy policy document of the skill to understand its data handling practice before starting using it. Besides, the users should also look out for runtime information gathering behaviors of the skill. They should pay attention when the skill queries information, but this behavior has not been disclosed in the privacy policy document or the collected information is irrelevant to the functionality of the skill.

We especially remind parents of the protection of children’s data. A recent study [30] shows that kids can access and spend a long time on VPA apps. Although Amazon has enforced strict policies on children users, Skipper still finds a few violations on CHILDREN category. Thus, we suggest parents pay special attention to the skills used by their kids.

8.2 Limitations

Skipper focuses on the privacy policy noncompliance issues arising when VPA apps collect, use and store user data. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that conducts a systematic large-scale analysis. However, as the first attempt in this area, current work of Skipper carries several limitations that could be addressed in future work.

First, Skipper’s privacy policy document interpretation relies on NLP and machine learning techniques to derive the declared privacy profile. As shown in Section 4, there is still a failure rate of 15%. We call for domain-specific NLP techniques to facilitate the interpretation of legal documents like privacy policies and terms of use. Second, due to the unavailability of skill internals, Skipper is unable to scan its code base for data handling operations and has to determine the behavioral privacy profile based on the skill’s conversation with the user. This can be inaccurate. A malicious skill may intentionally escape Skipper’s detection by giving no affirmative response (see Section 6.2), for example, saying “I don’t understand it” but actually storing the sensitive data given by the user, or storing collected data permanently but never appearing to
have store the data. In contrast, an honest skill may query information for benign purpose (see the assumption in section 2.2) and still be flagged as non-compliant. This unavailability may cause the third limitation of Skipper that many policy categories remain untestable, for example, whether the skill has shared collected data with a third party. The malicious skill can also invoke APIs to access user data. Fourth, Skipper does not focus on the enhancement of the test engine. One with higher coverage rate would trigger more privacy-related skill behaviors. Fifth, in the response analysis, Skipper can derive behavioral profiles only when the skill gives positive responses or repeats keywords. However, if the skill intentionally escapes this, Skipper could miss them out.

9 RELATED WORK

Skipper is related to the analysis of privacy policy quality and privacy testing. In this section, we summarize existing studies related to them.

Analysis of Skill Data Handling Practices. Lentzsch et al. [31] conduct a large-scale study of Alexa skill ecosystem, including the skill vetting process, squating attacks, permissions, etc. They investigate the availability of privacy policy links and the compliance between the privacy policy and the permissions, and reveal that only 24.2% skills provide privacy policy links. Edu et al. [25, 26] also study the skill’s data disclosure practices and compliance with the permissions, based on a large-scale skill dataset across three years (2019-2021). In terms of the quality analysis, Skipper confirms their findings and the revealed facts of unsatisfactory data handling practices in common. Besides that, Skipper further examines detailed policy compliance including the data types, child data protection, region-specific policies and data retention. Its fine-grained analysis reveals insights and provide users and developers detailed information regarding the privacy policy compliance.

Extracting Claims from Privacy Policy Documents. There is a line of research [25, 34, 41] proposed to extract applications’ claims on their data handling practice from the privacy policy documents. Edu et al. [25] develop Skillnet, which uses binary models to process sentences and derives corresponding permissions. It covers the data types listed in Alexa permission system and demonstrates high classification accuracy. Liao et al. [34] also conduct sentence-level processing. They first identify basic phrases and construct keyword dictionaries, and then process documents by locating sentences related to data processing to derive corresponding data types. This method may have limitations when dealing with context-sensitive situations. For example, the sentence “if you have any questions, please send an email to us” in a contact us section matches the phrase format but it does not mean the skill collects email data. Torre et al. [41] transfer privacy policy documents into conceptual models by keyword-based classification, and use the models to check the compliance with GDPR. It may not be directly applicable as Skipper needs the exact data types.

Skill Privacy Testing. Guo et al. [28] propose the first systematic study on Alexa skills’ behaviors through testing. They develop SkillExplorer which uses a grammar-based i-tree to recognize query types and uses a chatbot to drive the black-box testing. A couple of studies [26, 30, 33, 45] inspired by SkillExplorer use black-box testing to explore skills’ data collection behaviors. SkillDetective [45] analyzes the data collection behaviors against privacy policies. SkillBot [30] specifically targets children-risky contents in skills. Table 9 presents a brief comparison between Skipper with SkillDetective and SkillExplorer. In general, Skipper targets those testable policies, and constructs policy-related test cases and analyzes skills’ responses to them, so it can detect more noncompliance issues. In terms of children’s data protection, Skipper can check the four types of noncompliance issues in all skills with CHILDREN policy, while SkillDetective and SkillBot specifically target the skills of the kids category (see the row of kids in Table 8).